Northeast India comprises of eight states, namely, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura, each of which has its own language and dialect or subdialect, cultural diversity, and community background. The Church in this region of the country is young, vibrant and growing. The faithful participate in the church actively and take responsibility for the growth of the Church. The youth also are vibrant and active. The Claretians have been involving in the ministry to the youth right from the beginning when the Claretian mission was established. The ministry was not specified or categorised, but ministry has been done by collaborating with the youth associations which were already established in the dioceses and in various parishes.

Our missions in this region are mostly rural and remote, far away from towns and cities. Therefore, the Claretians have been involved mostly with the rural youth...  

READ MORE
"GAUDIUM MUNDI"
A MISSIONARY VOLUNTEER PROJECT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN POLAND-INDONESIA

By Joanna Dressler MSAMC

“Gaudium Mundi” is a missionary volunteer project for young people from all over Poland who want to help us in our missions. It is a fascinating experience: the opportunity to establish new relationships, share missionary life, engage in community service through evangelization and various development projects... READ MORE

VIRTUAL MEETINGS OF PJVC IN THE PANDEMIC
#THEYOUTHVINEYARDSTAYSATHOME
por Julio Daniel Arváez CMF

Since the beginning of March 2020, Central American nations began the process of closing borders and ceasing face-to-face activities due to the pandemic. This put us in crisis: what do we do now? This suspended the Central American Claretian Youth Encounter (JUCLA) and impacting restless youth eager to explore missionary options with their creativity, were triggers for many... READ MORE

VOCATIONAL LETTER
THIS IS HOW OUR LAY VOCATION WAS BORN

By Cristina Guanilo y Bruno La Hoz SSCC

Dear young people, friends, family: After the overloaded binge of Christmas parties, we have the privilege of being the first to write the vocational letter for the beginning of the year 2022. We have already gone through two years of being unable to move freely in places, confused and stressed. However, today in this letter, we want to talk to you about the beautiful... READ MORE